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Question: 1
You deploy a new Azure Stack integrated system.
You plan to add several Marketplace items from Microsoft Azure to the Azure Stack Marketplace.
You need to ensure that you can download the Marketplace items from Azure.
Solution: You register Azure Stack with Azure.
Does this meet the goal?
A. YES
B. NO

Answer: A
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/azure-stack/azure-stackdownload-azure-marketplace-item.md

Question: 2
You deploy a new Azure Stack integrated system.
You plan to add several Marketplace items from Microsoft Azure to the Azure Stack Marketplace.
You need to ensure that you can download the Marketplace items from Azure.
Solution: You install the Azure Gallery Packager tool.
Does this meet the goal?
A. YES
B. NO

Answer: B
Question: 3
You deploy a new Azure Stack integrated system.
You plan to add several Marketplace items from Microsoft Azure to the Azure Stack Marketplace.
You need to ensure that you can download the Marketplace items from Azure.
Solution: You run the MarketplaceToolkit.psi script.
Does this meet the goal?
A. YES
B. NO

Answer: B
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Question: 4
You have an Azure Stack integrated system that uses a Microsoft Azure Active Directory (Azure AD)
domain named contoso.com as the identity provider. The system has a tenant subscription that
contains several resources.
In contoso.com, you create a new user named User1.
User 1 reports that when signed in to the Azure Stack user portal, no resources are displayed.
You need to ensure that User1 can view the resources on the portal.
Solution: On the tenant Subscription, you assign the Reader role to User1.
Does this meet the goal?
A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A
Explanation:
A user needs at least the reader role to be able to view resources in a tenant subscription.

Question: 5
You have an Azure Stack integrated system that uses a Microsoft Azure Active Directory (Azure AD)
domain named contoso.com as the identity provider. The system has a tenant subscription that
contains several resources.
In contoso.com, you create a new user named User1.
User 1 reports that when signed in to the Azure Stack user portal, no resources are displayed.
You need to ensure that User1 can view the resources on the portal.
Solution: On the Default Provider Subscription, you assign a role to User1.
Does this meet the goal?
A. Yes
B. No

Answer: B
Explanation:
There are two portals in Azure Stack; the administrator portal and the user portal (sometimes
referred to as the tenant portal.)
The Default Provider Subscription is the administrator portal. The user needs to be assigned a role in
the tenant (user) subscription, not the Default Provider (admin) subscription.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-stack/azure-stack-manage-portals

Question: 6
You have an Azure Stack integrated system that uses a Microsoft Azure Active Directory (Azure AD)
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domain named contoso.com as the identity provider. The system has a tenant subscription that
contains several resources.
In contoso.com, you create a new user named User1.
User 1 reports that when signed in to the Azure Stack user portal, no resources are displayed.
You need to ensure that User1 can view the resources on the portal.
Solution: On the Default Provider Subscription, you add User1 to an Azure AD group and assign a role
to the group.
Does this meet the goal?
A. Yes
B. No

Answer: B
Question: 7
You have an Azure Stack integrated system. You attempt to deploy a resource group template.
You discover that the template deployment has had a status of Provisioning for the last 12 hours.
You need to restart the deployment of the template.
What should you do first?
A. Run the Set-AzureRmResourceLock cmdlet.
B. Modify the version of the Azure Stack profile API
C. Run the Remove-AzureRmResourceGroupDeployment cmdlet.
D. Run the set-AzureRmResourceGroup cmdlet.

Answer: B
Question: 8
You deploy an Azure Stack integrated system.
You plan to provide a user with the ability to customize offers and to sign up users. You need to
create a delegated provider. What should you do first?
A. Assign the Owner role on the Default Provider Subscription.
B. Assign the Contributor role on the Default Provider Subscription
C. Create an offer that includes the Key Vault service.
D. Create a plan that includes the subscriptions service.

Answer: D
There are two basic steps to setting up delegation:
Create a delegated provider by subscribing a user to an offer based on a plan that only has the
subscriptions service. Users who subscribe to this offer can then extend offers and sign up users for
the offers.
Delegate an offer to the delegated provider. This offer is a template for what the delegated provider
can offer. The delegated provider can now take the offer and offer it to other users.
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-stack/azure-stack-delegated-provider

Question: 9
You have two Azure Stack integrated systems named Stack1 and Stack2.
You create an Azure Resource Manager template that successfully deploys to Stack1.
You attempt to deploy the template to Stack2, but the deployment fails.
What is a possible cause of the deployment failure?
A. The template was created by using Microsoft Visual Studio Code.
B. The template was deployed to Stack2 by using Microsoft Visual Studio.
C. Stack 1 has Azure Marketplace syndication enabled and Stack2 has Azure Marketplace syndication
disabled.
D. The API version used in the template is a later version than the API version available on Stack2.

Answer: D
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-stack/user/azure-stack-considerations#versionrequirements

Question: 10
You have an Azure Stack integrated system.
From an administrator workstation, you plan to publish a Marketplace item that is based on a custom
Azure Resource Manager template.
You download the template. Which files must be available before you can publish the Marketplace
item by using the Marketplace Toolkit?
A.
B.
C.
D.

the Azurestack-Tools GitHub repository and Manifest.json
a thumbnail image, icon files, and AzureGalleryPackager.exe
Manifest.json and AzureGalleryPackager.exe
the AzureRM.Bootstrapper module, icon files, and the Azurestack-Tools GitHub repository

Answer: C
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